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SUMMARY

People often perceive configurations rather than the
elements they comprise, a bias that may emerge
because configurations often predict outcomes.
But how does the brain learn to associate configura-
tionswith outcomes and howdoes this learning differ
from learning about individual elements? We com-
bined behavior, reinforcement learning models, and
functional imaging to understand how people learn
to associate configurations of cues with outcomes.
We found that configural learning depended on the
relative predictive strength of elements versus
configurations and was related to both the strength
of BOLD activity and patterns of BOLD activity in
the hippocampus. Configural learning was further
related to functional connectivity between the hippo-
campus and nucleus accumbens. Moreover, config-
ural learning was associated with flexible knowledge
about associations and differential eye movements
during choice. Together, this suggests that configu-
ral learning is associated with a distinct computa-
tional, cognitive, and neural profile that is well suited
to support flexible and adaptive behavior.

INTRODUCTION

The brain simultaneously represents the world at multiple levels

of resolution, from low-level features (such as lines) to their high-

level configurations (such as a painting), yet people tend to

consciously perceive configurations rather than the features

they comprise (Kimchi, 1994; Navon, 1977). This tendency is

typically explained in terms of perceptual constraints, such as

eccentricity and size (Lamb and Robertson, 1990; Navon and

Norman, 1983). Yet there is another possible explanation for

the adaptive origin of this phenomenon: a tendency to represent

configurations could emerge because configurations are often

better predictors of outcomes than the cues of which they are
made. Currently, very little is known about how the brain uses

configurations to predict outcomes and how this form of learning

adaptively changes between circumstances and across

individuals.

We investigated which neural processes are responsible for

learning to predict outcomes based on configurations of cues,

how this learning changes based on the predictive strength of

the configuration, and which individuals are more inclined to

learn about configurations. Our central hypothesis was that

learning about the predictive strength of configurations involves

interactions between stimulus-stimulus associativemechanisms

in the hippocampus and outcome learning processes in the

ventral striatum. To test this, we combined behavioral measure-

ments of learning (accuracy, reaction time, and eye tracking) with

computational models of reinforcement learning and fMRI.

Reinforcement learning provides a formal framework for un-

derstanding trial-and-error learning. This approach has most

often been applied to learning about the values of options,

each represented by a discrete stimulus, such as a single shape.

However, the stimuli in our natural environments rarely consist of

a single element, but instead comprise configurations of ele-

ments. We leveraged reinforcement learning models that have

been widely used to characterize learning about a single cue

(e.g., Dayan and Daw, 2008; Glimcher, 2011; O’Doherty et al.,

2003; Schultz, 1998; Sutton and Barto, 1998), and we extended

them to understand howpeople learn to predict outcomes based

on configurations of cues.

There are two qualitatively different ways through which the

values of cue configurations can be learned. One could compute

a configuration’s value by combining the values associated with

each cue (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972). This strategy can be

thought of as elemental, because it does not treat the configura-

tion as having its own predictive strength but instead grounds the

value of the configuration in the value of the elements. Alterna-

tively, one could treat each unique configuration as a separate

unit with its own learned value. This strategy is consistent with

the observation that people and animals tend to perceive config-

urations rather than cues (Kimchi, 1994; Navon, 1977) and that

combinations of cues are treated differently from the sum of their

elements (Pearce, 1987, 1994; Rudy and Sutherland, 1995).

Despite empirical evidence that humans can learn about both
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Figure 1. Task Design and Performance

(A) Trial schematic. Both tasks had the same trial structure: participants first

saw a pair of cues that they could use to predict weather outcomes. After

making a prediction, they were presented with an outcome that allowed them

to learn contingencies through trial and error.

(B) Task structures. In the inseparable task, individual items were not predic-

tive of the weather, instead only combinations could be used to predict the

outcomes. In the separable task, individual cues and their combinations both

were predictive of weather outcomes.
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configurations and elements (Melchers et al., 2008) as well as

computational frameworks that emphasize the use of structure

in learning (e.g., Gershman et al., 2010), little is known about

how the brain supports reinforcement learning when the cues

are configural. This is a critical question because adopting a

configural strategy may require additional neural machinery to

differentiate overlapping configurations.

We hypothesized that the hippocampus is well positioned to

build and disambiguate configurations in the service of rein-

forcement learning. The hippocampus is known for its role in

episodic and relational memory, both of which depend on the

formation of associative links among sets of stimuli (Cohen

and Eichenbaum, 1993; Davachi, 2006; Eichenbaum et al.,

2007; Eichenbaum and Cohen, 2014). The role of the hippo-

campus in associative binding is consistent with its position

at the apex of the visual processing hierarchy (Amaral and Lav-

enex, 2006; Van Essen et al., 1992). Moreover, the need to

separate overlapping conditions for reinforcement learning

parallels a similar requirement for interference reduction in

hippocampal-dependent memory, namely, pattern separation

between memories with overlapping elements (Marr, 1971;

Norman and O’Reilly, 2003; Treves and Rolls, 1992). Indeed,

in lesion studies of conditioning in rodents, the hippocampus

has been implicated in contextual conditions that require differ-

entiating overlapping combinations of cues (for a review, see

Rudy and Sutherland, 1995).

We further hypothesized that the use of configurations during

reinforcement learning would require bringing these hippocam-

pal configural representations in contact with striatal reinforce-

ment learning mechanisms. We reasoned that this relationship
2 Neuron 98, 1–13, May 2, 2018
should be reflected in functional connectivity between the hippo-

campus and the nucleus accumbens. The nucleus accumbens is

known to play an important role in updating value in reinforce-

ment learning (O’Doherty et al., 2004), and it also has strong

anatomical connections with the anterior/ventral hippocampus

(Groenewegen et al., 1987; Kelley and Domesick, 1982). This

pathway provides a route through which configural associations

in the hippocampus could be integrated with outcome signals in

the nucleus accumbens (Ito et al., 2008; Pennartz et al., 2011). In

particular, functional interactions between these structures

could allow outcomes to be assigned to configural associations

in the hippocampus.

To test these hypotheses, we sought to understand the neu-

ral and computational mechanisms by which people learn to

predict outcomes based on configurations of cues, how

changes in the predictive strength of cues modulate learning,

and how people vary in their tendency to perceive and use

configurations versus single cues during learning. We de-

signed a study in which we manipulated the extent to which

outcomes could be predicted by configurations versus cues,

using two variants of a probabilistic classification task. As

shown in Figure 1, participants predicted a weather outcome

(rain or sun) based on visual cues. In the inseparable task,

the outcome could be predicted only based on the configura-

tion and not by the separable contributions of its elements. In

the separable task, outcomes could be predicted by either the

elements or their configuration, so that people could use either

strategy. Earlier studies with probabilistic classification tasks

had shown that, without any constraints, people vary in the

extent to which they use a single cue or a combination of

cues to predict outcomes (Gluck et al., 2002; Meeter et al.,

2006; Poldrack et al., 2001; Shohamy et al., 2004). Here we

sought to manipulate the structure of the task and leverage

trial-by-trial learning models to obtain a tighter measurement

of elemental versus configural learning and to establish a direct

link between different computational strategies and their neural

mechanisms.

Participants performed both tasks while being scanned with

fMRI. We developed reinforcement learning models to quantify

the extent to which choices reflected configural versus

elemental learning within subjects, across subjects, and be-

tween tasks. We also characterized behavior by separately

quantifying eye gaze, choices, reaction time (RT), and explicit

learning of cue and configural probabilities, each of which

tracked the model estimates. We found that people tended to

engage in configural learning even when it was less efficient

than elemental learning and that the extent to which they did

so depended on the relative strength with which configurations

versus elements predicted the outcome. Moreover, as we

hypothesized, the tendency to predict outcomes based on con-

figurations, both within and across individuals, was related to

hippocampal responses and patterns of activity during choice

and to functional connectivity between the hippocampus and

the nucleus accumbens. Conversely, the tendency to predict

outcomes based on elements was related to lateral occipital

response during choice, consistent with cue representations

becoming more configural across the visual processing

hierarchy.
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(A) Schematic of reinforcement learning (RL) model

logic. We used an RLmodel to quantify the extent to

which each choice was predicted based on recent

experiences with the presented cue combination

(configural learning) or experiences with the indi-

vidual cues (elemental learning).

(B) Distribution of RL model-derived learning styles.

Learning styles were estimated by comparing the

variance in choices explained by a model that only

includes experiences with cue combinations versus

a model that only includes experiences with indi-

vidual cues. The probability distribution functions

for each task are plotted.

(C) Reaction times are related to task and RL model

estimates. On the left, mean RT in each task is

plotted for all participants. On the right, RT is plotted

separately for participants classified as configural

or elemental learners in the separable task. For

comparison, the dashed line plots mean RT for all

participants in the inseparable task and error bars

reflect 95% confidence intervals.

(D) Eye fixation patterns are related to task and RL

model estimates. Symmetric fixation time indexes

the proportional difference in time spent viewing

each cue (0 = viewing only one cue; 1 = equal

viewing) and is plotted for each task on the left. On

the right, symmetric viewing time is plotted sepa-

rately for participants classified as configural or

elemental learners in the separable task. For com-

parison, the dashed line plots symmetric fixation

time for all participants in the inseparable task and

error bars reflect 95% confidence intervals.
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RESULTS

Reinforcement Learning Models Quantify Variability in
Configural versus Elemental Learning across Tasks and
Individuals
Figure 1 shows the task design. On each of 240 trials, partici-

pants (n = 26) saw two cues and were asked to predict a weather

outcome (sun versus rain). After making a choice, participants

received feedback. Each participant performed two versions of

the task. The versions differed only in how strongly the configu-

rations and the cues predicted each outcome. In the inseparable

task, only the configuration of the cues, not any individual cue,

was predictive of the outcome. In the separable task, the individ-

ual cues were good predictors of the outcomes, as were the

configurations.
To quantify the extent to which learning

in both tasks involved elemental versus

configural strategies on a trial-by-trial ba-

sis, we developed a variant of reinforce-

ment learning models (Sutton and Barto,

1998). In general, reinforcement learning

models are used to formally describe

how a learner uses trial-by-trial reinforce-

ment to update his/her responses. The

basic logic is that each choice is based

on a prediction about the outcome, a pre-
diction that is updated for future choices if the actual outcome

differs from the expected outcome. In the present task, the pre-

diction on a trial might be formed based either on previous expe-

rience with the configuration seen on that trial or on previous

experience with each element of the configuration separately.

Because the same elements occur in different configurations,

these two strategies make divergent predictions about trial-by-

trial choices. Figure 2A shows a schematic of the approach of

the variant of the model we used here; full modeling details are

described in the STAR Methods and Table 1 compares our full

model to partial variants. Briefly, the model leveraged partici-

pants’ reinforcement history and choice patterns to separately

estimate the choice values associated with each configuration

and each element, providing an estimate of configural versus

elemental values for each trial (within participants; Configural
Neuron 98, 1–13, May 2, 2018 3



Table 1. Comparison of Reinforcement Learning Models

Model

Inseparable

Task AIC

Separable

Task AIC

Null 9,131.5 9,033.1

2 Betas 7,676.4 8,068.3

1 Alpha 7,320 7,691.8

Update unchosen 7,290.1 7,883.2

Full (10 betas, 2 alphas,

only update chosen)

7,234.4 7,690.7
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Choice Index) and of the degree to which each participant

engaged in configural versus elemental learning (between partic-

ipants; Learning Style Score).

We found that participants showed significant learning in both

tasks but differed in their learning strategies. In the inseparable

task, selection of the optimal weather outcome increased across

trials (final proportion correct = 0.76, SE = 0.04; Beta = 0.007,

SE = 0.001, z = 5.87, p < 0.000001). Consistent with the task

design, the model estimated that 25 of 26 participants in the

inseparable task showed a greater reliance on configural

learning (Figure 2B). Participants also showed significant

learning in the separable task (final proportion correct = 0.80,

SE = 0.04; Beta = 0.005, SE = 0.001, z = 5.74, p < 0.000001),

with roughly half of the participants in the separable task relying

more on configural learning while the other half relied more on

elemental learning, demonstrating that people learn about

configurations even when they do not have to (Figure 2B; task

difference: t(27) = 6.02, p < 0.00001). Participants maintained

the same learning styles throughout each task, as measured

by the correlation across the first and second halves of each

task (inseparable r(27) = 0.66; separable r(27) = 0.46). Impor-

tantly, this Learning Style Score was not correlated with overall

performance (final trial probability correct) in the separable

task (r = 0.16, p = 0.4), indicating that both strategies were effec-

tive for learning this task.

Configural versus Elemental Learning Is Reflected in
Choice Speed and Visual Processing of Choice Options
We validated the model estimates of learning style on separate

behavioral measures, using RT and eye gaze (Figures 2C and

2D). For each measure, we first compared across the insepa-

rable and separable tasks, and then we explored whether the

model-derived learning strategy explained individual differences

within the separable task.

RT differed between the inseparable and the separable tasks:

participants were slower to make correct choices in the insepa-

rable task (inseparable = 1,174 ms, SE = 39; separable =

1,100 ms, SE = 42; Beta = �74.5, SE = 22.7, F(1,25) = 10.7,

p = 0.003; interaction with block: p > 0.57; Figure 2C). We asked

whether RT was related to individual differences in learning

styles within the separable task. We found that RT in the sepa-

rable task was positively correlated with the degree to which par-

ticipants relied on configural learning (Beta = 1,855, SE = 896,

F(1,24) = 4.3, p = 0.05; Figure 2C). Moreover, while elemental

learners’ RTs in the separable task differed from the full group’s

RTs in the inseparable task (1,013 versus 1,174ms; Beta =�120,
4 Neuron 98, 1–13, May 2, 2018
SE = 42, F(1,10) = 8.1, p = 0.02), the RTs of configural learners in

the separable task were more comparable (1,163 versus

1,174ms; Beta =�41, SE = 22, F(1,14) = 3.5, p = 0.08). Together,

these findings indicate that making choices based on configura-

tions, rather than individual cues, takes longer.

We next examined whether eye movements were related to

task condition and to model estimates of configural and

elemental learning. Wemeasured the proportion of time that par-

ticipants spent looking at each of the two cues while making their

choice. We reasoned that, because configural learning relies on

both cues, configural learners should distribute their looking time

more symmetrically across the cues than elemental learners,

who could base their decisions on a single informative cue.

Consistent with this logic, symmetric viewing time was signifi-

cantly greater in the inseparable compared to the separable

task (inseparable = 1,174 ms, SE = 39; separable = 1,100 ms,

SE = 42; Beta = 0.03, SE = 0.01, F(1,16) = 8.3, p = 0.01; interac-

tion with block: p > 0.57), and configural learners in the separable

task were numerically, but not significantly, more symmetric in

their cue viewing (Beta = �0.81, SE = 0.46, F(1,15) = 3.1, p =

0.10; Figure 2D). As with the RT difference, elemental learners

in the separable task differed in their fixation behavior from the

full group in the inseparable task (Beta = 0.04, SE = 0.02,

F(1,7) = 5.4, p = 0.05), but configural learners did not (Beta =

0.02, SE = 0.01, F(1,8) = 2.9, p = 0.12). Moreover, configural

learning in the separable task was also related to an increased

number of fixations (Beta = 10.8, SE = 3.3, F(1,15) = 11.5, p =

0.004), further linking configural learning to the increased inte-

gration of information across the cues. Lastly, both eye move-

ment metrics (symmetric viewing time and fixation count) were

correlated with RT in each task (r > 0.5, p < 0.04), suggesting

that these behavioral metrics track with configural versus

elemental learning style.

These individual differences in learning style observed in the

separable task raise the possibility that perhaps people have a

predisposition to engage in one learning style, regardless of

the task structure. However, if learning style was only an individ-

ual trait, we would expect that it should be correlated across

tasks, which it was not (r = 0.07, p = 0.73). Thus, the between-

subject effects do not appear to reflect differences in how people

learn, in general, but rather they may reflect differences in how

participants interact with the structure of the cue-outcome

associations built into each task.

In summary, a detailed analysis of participants’ behavior

shows converging evidence from choices, RT, eye tracking,

and reinforcement learning models for how and when people

predict outcomes based on configurations of cues. This

behavior is captured in two measurements that can be used to

probe neural activity: (1) the relative use of configural and

elemental learning on a trial-by-trial basis, which we refer to as

the Configural Choice Index, and (2) individual differences in

configural versus elemental learning, which we refer to as the

Learning Style Score.

Choices Based on Configurations Are Related to BOLD
Activity in the Hippocampus
Having validated our modeling approach, we next used these

model-based estimates to test the hypothesis that configural
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(A) Example anterior hippocampal (aHip) ROI. Anatomical ROIs were drawn for each participant in their native space.

(B) The aHip BOLD responses track configural choice value. Trial-specific estimates of aHip BOLD responses during each choice were used to predict whether

that choice was based on configurally or elementally learned values (Configural Choice Index). The aHip was more active when participants made choices that

reflected configurally as compared to elementally learned values in the separable task and marginally more active in the inseparable task. Error bars indicate the

SE of the b estimate.

(C) Individual differences in configural learning are related to BOLD aHip responses. Correlation between individual differences in configural versus elemental

learning and degree to which aHip tracks configural choice values are shown.

(D) Lateral occipital cortex (LOC) ROI. The ROI was generated with an anatomically constrained meta-analysis for object processing.

(E) LOC BOLD responses track elemental choice value but only in the separable task. Trial-specific estimates of LOC BOLD responses during each choice were

used to predict whether that choice was based on configurally or elementally learned values (Configural Choice Index); negative betas indicate greater activity

during elemental choices. Error bars indicate the SE of the b estimate.

(F) Individual differences in elemental learning are related to LOC responses but only in the inseparable task. Lines depict group-level linear effects ± 2 SE.
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learning is related to BOLD responses in the hippocampus. We

focused on an anatomically defined a priori region of interest,

the anterior hippocampus (aHip; Figure 3A), which is known to

support stimulus-stimulus encoding and which has strong

anatomical connections to the ventral striatum (Cohen and

Eichenbaum, 1993; Groenewegen et al., 1987). We began by

investigating aHip choice activity, predicting that it would be

greatest when participants made choices using configural as

compared to elemental learning (Configural Choice Index).

Consistent with this prediction, aHip choice activity was corre-

lated with the use of configurations, both within and between

subjects as well as across tasks. In the inseparable task, which

encouraged configural learning, we found that those participants

who engaged in more configural learning showed a stronger

correlation between aHip choice response and the Configural

Choice Index (Beta = 0.02, SE = 0.007, F(1,26) = 7.2, p = 0.01;

Figure 3C). This pattern was replicated in the separable task

(Beta = 0.01, SE = 0.004, F(1,24) = 7.0, p = 0.01; Figure 3C).

Moreover, within subjects, aHip BOLD responses reliably
tracked the Configural Choice Index in the separable task

(Beta = 0.008, SE = 0.005, F(1,27) = 4.2, p = 0.05; Figure 3B). A

similar positive relationship was seen in the inseparable task,

though it did not reach statistical significance (Beta = 0.01,

SE = 0.008, F(1,27) = 2.2, p = 0.15; Figure 3B). This relationship

between BOLD activity and the Configural Choice Index was not

found in the striatum in either task (p values > 0.23; Figure S2).

Thus, we find complementary and independent evidence from

both tasks that the hippocampus plays a role in configural

learning.

The inseparable task depends on configural learning and,

therefore, supports a role for the hippocampus in predicting

outcomes based on configurations. However, this task was

contrived to require configural learning, therefore raising the

question of whether the hippocampus supports configural

learning when it is not required. This question is addressed by

the findings from the separable task, where configural learning

was not required and where learning strategy was not correlated

with learning success, suggesting that the relationship between
Neuron 98, 1–13, May 2, 2018 5
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aHip choice activity and configural learning is driven by configu-

ral learning per se.

Tomore specifically investigate the neural mechanisms under-

lying elemental choices, we performed exploratory analyses

in the perirhinal cortex (PRC) and lateral occipital cortex

(LOC)—two regions that are known to contribute to object pro-

cessing (Buckley and Gaffan, 1998; Grill-Spector et al., 2001;

Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000; Murray and Richmond, 2001).

We found that BOLD activity in the PRC was not reliably

related to elemental choices, either within or across subjects

(p values > 0.1). However, in the LOC we found that BOLD activ-

ity was related to elemental learning: in the separable task, LOC

activity was greater within subjects when participants made

choices using elemental learning (Beta = �0.01, SE = 0.005,

F(1,30) = 4.87, p = 0.04; Figure 3D). Similarly, in the inseparable

task, the tendency to engage in elemental learning was related to

choice-related activity in the LOC across subjects (Beta =�0.02,

SE = 0.008, F(1,27) = 5.26, p = 0.03; Figure 3F), despite the fact

that, in this condition, engaging in elemental learning hurt perfor-

mance. Together, these results suggest that earlier portions of

the ventral processing stream complement the role of the hippo-

campus in configural learning through their involvement in

elemental learning.

Configural Learning Is Related to Functional
Connectivity between the Hippocampus and Nucleus
Accumbens
The finding that the hippocampus contributes to feedback-

driven learning about configurations raises questions about the

mechanism underlying these effects. In particular, as in standard

reinforcement learning tasks, each trial of our tasks had a choice

phase, during which the participant saw the shapes and made a

response, followed by an outcome phase, during which the

participant learned whether the choice was correct or incorrect.

Studies of reinforcement learning typically analyze these two

phases separately, and the outcome phase is commonly associ-

ated with responses in the nucleus accumbens (O’Doherty et al.,

2004). Thus, a question of relevance here is how the responses in

the hippocampus to configurations, at the time of choice,

interact with responses at the time of outcome, putatively in

the nucleus accumbens? To answer this question and to assess

whether interactions between the hippocampus and the nucleus

accumbens are associated with configural learning, we used two

approaches: (1) a staggered beta series analysis to measure the

coordination between choice and outcome responses and

outcome and later choice responses, and (2) a background con-

nectivity analysis to measure sustained functional connectivity

throughout the course of learning.

The staggered beta series analysis first assessed whether

trial-by-trial fluctuations in aHip BOLD responses during choice

predicted outcome responses in the nucleus accumbens, above

and beyond choice responses in the nucleus accumbens itself

(Figure 4A). We first asked whether differences in the predictive

structure of the inseparable and separable tasks modulated the

strength of choice-outcome coupling.We found that aHip choice

responses were more correlated with nucleus accumbens

outcome responses during the inseparable task than in the

separable task (inseparable = 0.18, SE = 0.03; separable =
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0.09, SE = 0.04; Beta = 0.21, SE = 0.09, F(1,29) = 4.6, p = 0.04;

Figure 4B). Importantly, the reverse did not hold: nucleus accum-

bens choice responses were notmore correlated with aHip feed-

back response in the inseparable task (p = 0.31; see Table S1 for

a full set of control analyses), consistent with directional

interactions between the hippocampus and nucleus accum-

bens. Interestingly, choice-outcome coupling between the

dorsal/lateral striatum and nucleus accumbens was greater in

the separable task as compared to the inseparable task (Fig-

ure S3), suggesting that elemental learning may be more related

to within-striatum connectivity.

We next asked whether individual differences in choice-

outcome coupling between the aHip and nucleus accumbens

were related to configural learning within tasks, again control-

ling for nucleus accumbens choice responses. We found that

participants who relied more on configural learning in the

inseparable task showed greater correlations between aHip

choice responses and nucleus accumbens outcome response

(Beta = 0.13, SE = 0.06, F(1,24) = 4.09, p = 0.05), and a similar

relationship was seen in the separable task (Beta = 0.16, SE =

0.08, F(1,23) = 4.44, p = 0.05; Figure 4C). The directionality of

these interactions, however, was only partially supported by

control analyses (Tables S2 and S3). Specifically, while nucleus

accumbens choice/aHip outcome correlations were not

significantly correlated with configural learning in the insepa-

rable task (p = 0.12), there was a trend toward this relationship

in the separable task (p = 0.06). Thus, while these between-

participant analyses support the hypothesis that configural

learning is related to functional connectivity between the

aHip and nucleus accumbens, there is less evidence that this

relationship is mediated by aHip responses driving nucleus

accumbens outcome responsiveness. The weak temporal

asymmetry observed in these analyses may either reflect

bleeding between choice and outcome period estimates in

our model or an imperfect specificity in the timing of the

coupling across regions.

Thus far we examined the relationship between choice and

outcome activations within a trial; participants, however, must

also use feedback to update their representations for future

choices. Therefore, we next explored how outcome-related ac-

tivity influences subsequent choice-related activity. We defined

the next relevant choice as occurring on the next trial on which

participants were presented with the same configuration of

options (Figure 4D) to relate outcome/subsequent choice

coupling to configural learning. In the separable task, we found

that nucleus accumbens outcome activity was more correlated

with subsequent aHip choice activity in participants who were

more configural in their learning (Beta = 0.05, SE = 0.02,

F(1,24) = 6.18, p = 0.01; Figure 4C). As with the within-trial ana-

lyses, this relationship was observed while controlling for aHip

outcome’s correlation with aHip subsequent choice, and,

further, it was asymmetric (i.e., aHip outcome was not related

to nucleus accumbens subsequent choice in the same manner,

p = 0.96). This relationship was also found to be in the same

direction in the inseparable task, but it was not statistically signif-

icant (Beta = 0.03, SE = 0.02, F(1,24) = 1.76, p = 0.22; Figure 4C;

aHip outcome/nucleus accumbens subsequent choice p =

0.54). Neither was there a significant interaction with task
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Figure 4. Configural Learning Is Related to

Hippocampal-Nucleus Accumbens Outcome

Functional Connectivity

(A) Schematic illustration of choice-outcome con-

nectivity analysis. Within-trial choice and outcome

BOLD activations were used to assess how choice-

related activations in aHip drive subsequent nu-

cleus accumbens (NAc) outcome activations on a

trial-by-trial basis.

(B) Task differences in aHip-NAc coupling. The aHip

choice responses were more correlated with NAc

outcome responses in the inseparable task.

(C) aHip-NAc coupling and individual learning dif-

ferences. The left graph plots average aHip-NAc

coupling for participants classified as configural or

elemental learners in the separable task. Themiddle

graph plots the positive relationship between aHip-

NAc choice-outcome coupling configural learning

during the inseparable task.

(D) Schematic illustration of outcome-subsequent

choice connectivity analysis. Across-trial choice

and outcome BOLD activations were used to

assess howNAc outcome-related activations drove

aHip choice-related activation when participants

next saw the relevant configuration.

(E) No outcome-subsequent choice differences

across tasks. The aHip choice responses were

more correlated with NAc outcome responses in

the inseparable task.

(F) NAc-aHip coupling and individual learning

differences. The left graph plots NAc-aHip coupling

for participants classified as configural or elemental

learners in the separable task. Correlations be-

tween NAc-aHip outcome-subsequent choice

coupling and configural learning during the insep-

arable task (middle) and the separable task (right)

are shown. Lines depict group-level linear effects ±

2 SE.
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(p = 0.54). Thus, while there is some evidence that outcome-

related activity in the nucleus accumbens is related to

hippocampal activity the next time that choice reappears, the
behavioral impact of outcome/subse-

quent choice coupling is less robust than

choice-outcome coupling within trials.

We additionally measured background

connectivity to investigate whether func-

tional interactions operating in the back-

ground of trial-evoked responses were

related to learning. We first filtered out

trial-evoked responses using a combina-

tion of general linear models (GLMs) and

temporal frequency filters, and then we

predicted nucleus accumbens BOLD

fluctuations with the aHip (Figure 5A). In

both tasks, participants who engaged in

more configural learning had stronger

functional connectivity between the aHip

and nucleus accumbens throughout

learning (inseparable: Beta = 0.0037,

SE = 0.0016, F(1,24) = 5.0, p = 0.04;
separable: Beta = 0.0035, SE = 0.0016, F(1,24) = 5.2, p = 0.03;

Figure 5C). By contrast, dorsal and lateral regions of the striatum

did not show this relationship with the nucleus accumbens
Neuron 98, 1–13, May 2, 2018 7
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Figure 5. Configural Learning Is Related to

Hippocampal-Nucleus Accumbens Back-

ground Connectivity

(A) Schematic illustration of background connec-

tivity analysis. Background BOLD responses were

isolated by filtering raw signal to remove task-

evoked activations (using a GLM) and bandpass

filtered to 0.08–0.009 Hz. Connectivity was esti-

mated by predicting NAc background signal with

background signal from the aHip.

(B) Task differences in background connectivity.

Background connectivity between the aHip and

NAc was not influenced by the task demands.

(C) aHip-NAc background connectivity and indi-

vidual learning differences. The left graph plots

average aHip-NAc background connectivity for

participants classified as configural or elemental

learners in the separable task. The middle graph

plots the positive relationship between aHip-NAc

background connectivity and configural learning in

the inseparable task. The right graph plots the same

relationship during the separable task. Lines depict

group-level linear effects ± 2 SE.
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(Figure S3). Furthermore, when both background connectivity

and choice-outcome coupling were included in a single GLM

to predict each participant’s learning style, aHip-nucleus accum-

bens background connectivity continued to be reliably associ-

ated with configural learning (inseparable: Beta = 0.63, SE =

0.29, t(21) = 2.2, p = 0.04; separable: Beta = 0.19, SE = 0.08,

t(21) = 2.3, p = 0.04). This suggests that ongoing shifts in the

strength of functional connectivity between these regions set

the stage for different ways of learning. The strength of

aHip-nucleus accumbens background connectivity, however,

did not significantly differ between tasks (separable = 0.07,

SE = 0.02; inseparable = 0.04, SE = 0.02; p > 0.15; Figure 5C),

suggesting that these low-frequency fluctuations may be less

influenced by task demands but instead bias the nature of

learning within tasks.

Patterns of Choice-Related Activity in the aHip Reflect
Configural Representations Better Than Elemental
Representations
Weused a representational similarity analysis to assesswhether,

in addition to being more active while participants used configu-

ral learning tomake choices, the patterns of activity elicited in the

aHip reflected the configuration of cues rather than individual

elements. Specifically, we generated two representational simi-

larity matrix (RSM) models. The configural model predicts that

activity patterns evoked on trials containing the same configura-

tions would be positively correlated but that all other trial pairs

(including those that share one element) would be less corre-

lated. Conversely, the elemental model predicts that the strength

of correlation would be a linear function of the number of shared

elements, i.e., 0 shared < 1 shared < 2 shared (Figure 6). For the

inseparable task, which required configural learning, aHip activ-
8 Neuron 98, 1–13, May 2, 2018
ity patterns were reliably correlated with

the configural model (mean = 0.05, SE =

0.01; t(25) = 3.39, p = 0.002), and they
were significantly more correlated with the configural than

the elemental model (mean = 0.02, SE = 0.01; t(25) = 2.20, p =

0.04) (Figure 6C). Moreover, the configural model was a signifi-

cantly better predictor of aHip activation patterns in the insepa-

rable task than in the separable task (t(25) = 2.80, p = 0.01)

(Figure 6C). Findings from the separable task were not well fit

by either model (configural = �0.02, SE = 0.02; elemental =

�0.01, SE = 0.02; p values > 0.22; model comparison: t(25) =

0.60, p = 0.55; task*model interaction: F(1,25) = 2.94; p = 0.1),

and neither model predicted patterns of activity in striatal regions

of interest (ROIs; p values > 0.2). The Learning Style Score, how-

ever, was not reliably correlated with the degree to which aHip

patterns correlated with the configural model across participants

(configural model correlation – elemental model correlation;

inseparable task r = 0.18, p = 0.38; separable task r = �0.04,

p = 0.83). Taken together, these findings suggest that, when

required by the task at hand, the aHip represents the configura-

tions of cues to guide actions, consistent with its well-

documented role in relational memory.

Configural Learning Results inMore Flexible Knowledge
Than Elemental Learning
The analyses so far show that people can learn to predict out-

comes based on either elements or their configuration, that

these approaches differ behaviorally and neurally, but that they

do not relate to overall levels of accuracy during learning. Given

that configural learning requires more resources, effort, and time

than elemental learning, this raises questions about the possible

benefits of configural learning. One possibility is that engaging

hippocampal systems during learning may result in more flexible

and explicit knowledge (e.g., Foerde et al., 2006; Reber et al.,

1996; Eichenbaum and Cohen, 2001). We tested this idea using
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Figure 6. Patterns of Hippocampal Choice-

Activity Reflect Configural Rather Than

Elemental Content

(A) Schematics of models used to conduct repre-

sentational similarity analyses (RSAs). Configural

model (left) predicts high similarity across trials with

the same configuration but is blind to the elements.

Elemental model (right) predicts that similarity will

be a linear function of the number of overlapping

elements across trials.

(B) Hippocampal similarity structure organized by

number of shared elements. Similarity is quantified

as Pearson’s correlation coefficients (Fisher z trans-

formed for statistical comparisons).

(C) RSA model comparison. aHip similarity structure

is most correlated with the configural model (filled

bars) during the inseparable task.

Error bars reflect SEM.
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participants’ post-task ratings to determine whether individual

differences in learning style were related to participants’ explicit

knowledge of cue-weather associations. Immediately following

each task, participants rated the likelihood of rain and sun based

on each cue and cue configuration (Figure S1A). This type of test

has been used to assess hippocampal learning (Foerde et al.,

2006; Reber et al., 1996), so we reasoned that rating accuracy

should be correlated with learning success to the extent that hip-

pocampal processes support learning performance. We found a

strong relationship between accuracy of ratings and learning ac-

curacy in the inseparable task (r(25) = �0.76, p < 0.00001; Fig-

ure S1B). Further, we found that this correlation depended on

how participants learned in the separable task, with greater con-

figural learning associated with stronger correlations between

learning and rating accuracy (Beta = 2.56, F(1,22) = 4.0, p =

0.06; Figure S1C). This analysis reveals a potential implication

of these learning differences: configural learning is more tightly

linked with explicit awareness of outcome contingencies.

DISCUSSION

We found that learning to make decisions based on configura-

tions of cues is not a simple extension of cue-response

learning; configural learning is related to qualitative differ-

ences in the engagement of, and interaction between, distinct

learning and memory systems. Specifically, basing choices on

cue configurations rather than individual cues was associated

with greater BOLD activity in the hippocampus and greater

functional connectivity between the hippocampus and

nucleus accumbens, both within and between subjects.

Configural learning was also more closely associated with

subsequent explicit knowledge of experienced contingencies,

suggesting that engaging hippocampal circuits during

learning influences the flexibility with which people can
then use learned contingencies. All of

these results are consistent with a model

in which the ability to learn about config-

urations holistically, and distinct from

their elements, depends on representa-
tional pattern separation-like processes supported by the hip-

pocampus and their interactions with the ventral striatum.

These findings call for greater consideration of how informa-

tion is integrated across multiple cues, from perception to

learning to decision-making. Although conscious perception

favors the configural level of representation, these high-level

representations must be constructed from disparate features

(e.g., color, shape, texture, and sound) to form coherent wholes.

Variability in how cue combination (Ernst and B€ulthoff, 2004)

parses the environment may determine what we perceive as

discrete items, dictating the units that are encoded by learning

and memory systems and associated with outcomes. In turn,

learning statistical regularities in the co-occurrence of features

can guide how features are integrated into perceptual units (Fiser

and Aslin, 2002; Saffran et al., 1996) and neural representations

(Schapiro et al., 2012, 2013). Statistical regularities in stimulus

co-occurrence have also been used to explain animals’ expecta-

tions of reinforcement in conditioning experiments (Gershman

et al., 2010), including the extent of their reliance on stimulus

configurations versus elements (Courville et al., 2005). Interest-

ingly, the statistical regularity of feature combinations has also

been shown to influence whether elements or configurations of

elements form the basis of learning (Turk-Browne et al., 2008).

Rather than manipulating the co-occurrence of cues or their

perceptual features, we manipulated their predictive power. In

the separable task, where individual cues were predictive,

participants were more likely to integrate cues in the decision,

combining separate elementally learned values. By contrast, in

the inseparable task, participants were more likely to integrate

the cues in memory via hippocampal processing and attach a

value to that configural representation. Thus, our findings add

to the statistical learning literature by demonstrating that learning

influences the integration of information at multiple stages of

processing, from perception to decisions.
Neuron 98, 1–13, May 2, 2018 9
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Our findings also have implications for a long-standing

challenge for reinforcement learning models, namely, credit

assignment (Roelfsema et al., 2010; Roelfsema and van Ooyen,

2005; Sutton, 1984). The basic tenets of reinforcement learning

are straightforward: positive outcomes should increase the value

of the states that generated them. What is much less straightfor-

ward, however, is determining which states actually generated

the outcome (e.g., Gershman et al., 2010; Niv et al., 2015).

Much like in everyday experience, multiple cues were simulta-

neously presented in our tasks, creating ambiguity as to which

permutation of the possible cues was most informative. We

find that the brain has multiple mechanisms for assigning credit

in these situations, with interactions between the hippocampus

and nucleus accumbens implicated in assigning credit to the

cue configurations. Interestingly, temporal ambiguity is also a

major source of credit assignment problems, with delays be-

tween cues and outcomes limiting learning (Kobayashi and

Schultz, 2008; Maddox et al., 2003; Sutton, 1984). The hippo-

campus may also play role in bridging these gaps (Foerde

et al., 2013; Foerde and Shohamy, 2011), suggesting that incor-

porating the unique learning attributes of the hippocampus into

reinforcement learning and decision-making theories could

generate new progress in this field (see also Gershman and

Daw, 2017; Gluth et al., 2015; Peters and B€uchel, 2010; and

Gershman et al., 2010).

The involvement of the hippocampus in reinforcement learning

has implications for ongoing debates concerning the organiza-

tion of multiple memory systems in the brain. Reinforcement

learning has traditionally been attributed to habitual striatal

mechanisms (Knowlton et al., 1996), while it is often argued

that the hippocampus is uninvolved in such learning or even

competes against it (Foerde et al., 2006; Knowlton et al., 1994;

Poldrack et al., 2001; Wimmer et al., 2014). Many of these con-

clusions have rested on data from feedback-based probabilistic

classification tasks, such as the weather prediction task, similar

to the task used here. This task has been used to demonstrate

comparatively intact probabilistic learning in medial temporal

lobe amnesia and negative relationships between hippocampal

and striatal BOLD responses (Knowlton et al., 1994; Poldrack

et al., 2001). Critically, elemental learning is much more efficient

than configural learning in the classic weather prediction task,

because each of the four abstract cues is presented in isolation

and in a large number of combinations (Gluck et al., 2002; Shoh-

amy et al., 2004). Indeed, this observation has been quantified in

prior work where individual differences in the use of different

strategies were reported in a task that left the strategy options

unconstrained (Gluck et al., 2002; Meeter et al., 2006; Shohamy

et al., 2004).

By contrast, the underlying statistical relationships between

cues and outcomes in our tasks fostered or even required

configural learning. These changes resulted in a shift toward

configural learning, revealing a new role for hippocampal pro-

cesses in feedback-based learning. This finding suggests that

many of the foundational results in the multiple memory systems

literature may only hold for elemental learning, rather than re-

flecting essential dissociations between hippocampal and stria-

tal involvement in feedback-based learning more generally. In

that sense, our findings contribute to an emerging framework
10 Neuron 98, 1–13, May 2, 2018
in which the striatum and the hippocampus cooperate—rather

than compete—to support learning, memory, and decision-

making (Dickerson et al., 2011; Murty et al., 2015; Wimmer and

Shohamy, 2012; Davidow et al., 2016).

Our findings shed light both on the conditions that elicit config-

ural learning and on individual differences in this tendency. On

one hand, we found that many participants tend to engage in

configural learning even in the separable task, when they were

not required to and were specifically instructed against it. At first

blush, this suggests that certain individuals may have an a priori

tendency to process configurations. At the same time, however,

we found that strategies did not correlate across the two tasks,

indicating that configural learning in the separable task is not

merely a trait that the participants bring with them. Rather, the

learning style differed as a function of task structure. The individ-

ual differences in learning style are nevertheless notable, espe-

cially because all participants received explicit instructions prior

to each task, but clearly some participants did not follow the

elemental instructions provided in the separable task. Perhaps

participants deviated from instructions because the strong

relationships between configurations and weather in the task

were somehow more salient than the instructed element-

weather relationships. If this is the case, participants would not

have intentionally adopted a configural strategy, but rather it

would have been elicited through experience with the task (see

also Doll et al., 2009).

In providing support for cooperative memory systems, our

findings also argue for a more interactive way of thinking about

configural learning. The configural theory of hippocampal func-

tion was first proposed by Sutherland and Rudy (1989) to

account for the effects of isolated hippocampal lesions on instru-

mental and Pavlovian conditioning (Alvarado and Rudy, 1995;

Dusek and Eichenbaum, 1998; Kumaran et al., 2009; but see

Gallagher and Holland, 1992 and Saunders and Weiskrantz,

1989). Configural and relational models have since become

arguably the most pervasive framework for understanding

hippocampal contributions to episodic memory (e.g., Davachi,

2006; Eichenbaum and Cohen, 2014; and Eichenbaum et al.,

2007) and other forms of learning (Chun and Phelps, 1999; Gold-

farb et al., 2016). Our findings are consistent with the proposition

that the hippocampus supports configural representations, but

they also suggest that these representations may not be suffi-

cient for learning. Rather, configural reinforcement learning

may be the product of interactions between the hippocampus

and striatal regions, which are poised to process outcomes

and initiate motor output. Indeed, disconnection between the

hippocampus and the nucleus accumbens has been shown to

impair context-dependent learning (Ito et al., 2008). Our work

adds to this lesion approach by using computational models to

quantitatively characterize the online dynamics of these regions

and tie them to the dynamics of learning.

More broadly, because context can be conceptualized as a

configuration of items, understanding how and why people

engage in configural learning is instrumental for identifying the

circumstances under which decisions depend on context.

Learning that the value of some actions depends on context is

essential for healthy behavior. As one example, when engaging

in configural learning related to everyday behaviors, whether
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consuming chocolate, alcohol, or drugs, rewards are associated

with a constellation of cues (e.g., alcohol, bar, and friends) such

that each cue on its own would not trigger a behavior. The com-

bination of cues, however, would also be required to unlearn

response associations. Thus, to reshape behavior, one must

go beyond characterizing habits to understand the learning

process that generated them. Our work provides an approach

to disentangle the contributions of configural and elemental

learning in an experimental setting, thereby opening the door

to developing new manipulations and interventions.
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utoronto.ca).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

We recruited thirty right-handed participants (twenty women, ten men) from the New York University and Columbia University

communities with normal or corrected to normal vision. Two participants were removed from analyses due to early termination of

their scanning sessions and two additional participants were removed because they exhibited both excessive motion (2 sd above

group mean) and missed responses (> 10% & > 2 sd above group mean). The remaining twenty-six participants had a mean age

of 23.7 with a range of 18-29. Informed consent was obtained at the beginning of the session and all experimental procedures

were approved by the Institutional Review Board.

METHOD DETAILS

Behavioral Procedures
Participants performed the Inseparable and Separable Tasks in counterbalanced order while undergoing fMRI scanning. Both tasks

were modifications of the ‘‘weather prediction’’ task (Knowlton et al., 1994, 1996; Poldrack et al., 2001; Shohamy et al., 2004).

Participants learned to predict sunny or rainy outcomes based on abstract cues through trial-and-error. Each task included four

unique cues which were combined into six pairs of cues. The two tasks differed, however, in how the cues could be used to predict

the weather.

In the Inseparable Task, which was designed to selectively tap configural learning, each of six combinations of cues was proba-

bilistically associated with weather outcomes, but the cues were paired such that each cue was not predictive of weather outcomes.

In the Separable Task, each of the four cues had an independent relationship with weather outcomes, allowing participants to use

elemental learning. The structure of the Separable Task was also conducive to configural learning, more so than the structure of the

standardWeather Prediction task, because: (1) cues were always presented in pairs, never alone; and (2) only six combinations were

used, rather than 16. Immediately before performing each task, participants were told about the task structure for the sake of trans-

parency about the design. In the Inseparable Task, they were told that individual images were not predictive of the weather and that a

good strategy would be to learn which combinations are strong predictors; in the Separable Task, they were told that each image

independently predicted the weather outcomes and that a good strategy would be to learn which images are strong predictors.

Each task was broken into four scanned runs that were 60 trials long. Visual stimuli were presented using Psychtoolbox (Brainard,

1997; Kleiner et al., 2007; Pelli, 1997) andwere projected onto a screen that was viewed through amirror attached to the participant’s

head coil. Trials began with the presentation of a pair of cues for 2 s, during which participants were asked to predict whether it would

be sunny (index finger key) or rainy (middle finger key). Their selections were indicated on the display and, after a 0.25 s delay, feed-

back appeared at the top of the display for 2 s. A 1.75 s fixation-cross separated trials. After completing each task, participants were

presentedwith the 6 combinations and 4 cues from the preceding task one at a time. Theywere asked to rate the likelihood of weather

outcomes based on these cues, on a continuous scale from ‘‘always sunny’’ to ‘‘always rainy.’’
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MRI Methods
A 3T Siemens Allegra MRI system with a whole-head coil was used for all scans. Functional data was collected using an echo-planar

pulse (EPI) sequence (TR = 1500ms, TE = 17ms, FOV = 240 3 192mm, 34 interleaved slices, 3 3 3 x 3mm voxel size, flip angle =

76 degrees) with oblique coronal slices aligned perpendicular to the hippocampal long axis. The field of view was reduced in the

phase encode direction and the TE was minimized to reduce the total read out time and, thus, minimize distortions and artifacts.

All functional sequences were 6.3 minutes long (252 volumes). A T1-weighted high-resolution MPRAGE (magnetization-prepared

rapid-acquisition gradient echo) sequence (1x1x1 voxel size, 176 sagital slices) was also acquired to obtain full brain coverage.

Finally, a field map sequence was collected and used to correct for distortions in EPI images using in-house scripts that apply the

correction in k-space.

Preprocessing of functional data was conducted with FSL (FMRIB Software Library; online at https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki;

Smith et al., 2004), AFNI (Analysis of Functional NeuroImages; online at https://afni.nimh.nih.gov; Cox, 1996), and ANTS (Advanced

Normalization Tools; online at http://stnava.github.io/ANTs/; Tustison et al., 2014). The first 8 volumes (12 s) were discarded to allow

for signal normalization and differences in slice acquisition timing were corrected for using sinc interpolation (FSL slicetimer). Next,

registration-targets for the session were generated by aligning and averaging the first volume of each EPI scan (before T1 normal-

ization). Each EPI volume and the T1-weighted anatomical scans were aligned to the registration-target using rigid transformations

optimized using AFNIs 3dvolreg and ANTs, respectively. A priori anatomical subcortical ROIs were automatically segmented using

FSL’s FIRST segmentation tool, followed by visual inspection and correction. The hippocampus was additionally segmented into

anterior and posterior portions by partitioning it at the posterior extent of the uncus. To perform additional exploratory analyses,

we (1) hand segmented a perirhinal cortex ROI using established procedures (Insausti et al., 1998) and (2) generated a lateral occipital

complex ROI using the Neurosynth tool (Yarkoni et al., 2011) to produce an anatomically constrainedmeta-analysis identifying voxels

that are sensitive to objects.

Eye Tracking Procedures
Eye position was monitored during the scanning session with an infrared videographic camera equipped with a telephoto lens

(Eyelink 1000, SR research Ltd., Kanata, Ontario, Canada) at a minimum of 250 Hz. Nine-point calibrations were performed and vali-

dated at the beginning of the session. After resampling all data to 250 Hz, eye blinks and periods of lost signal (+/� 5 samples) were

removed from data. Full trials were removed if less than 70% of the samples could be labeled as fixations and participants were

included in the analysis if at least 50% of the trials in both tasks reached this cutoff (17/26 participants). Symmetric looking time

was calculated during the response period (before response) as 1 minus (the absolute difference in time spent looking at each

cue divided by the sum of time spent looking at either cue).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Learning Success Model
Logistic regressions predicting optimal choice (0 versus 1) with trial number were run separately for each participant. Final learning

was estimated using the resulting regression equations as the likelihood of making an optimal choice on the final trial. Group

performance was assessed using amixed-effects GLM (lme4 package: Bates et al., 2015) in the R programming language, optimized

with restricted maximum likelihood. The model predicted optimal choice (0 versus 1) with trial number and task and used a logistic

linking function. It additionally included random effects terms for all coefficients across participants.

Reinforcement Learning Model
Weused a reinforcement learning (RL)model (Sutton andBarto, 1998) to derive tailored estimates of the degree towhich participants’

choices were driven by elemental or configural learning in each task. This model leveraged participants’ reinforcement history and

choice patterns to separately estimate the choice values associated with each configuration and each element. For example,

consider the following sequence of outcomes: AB- >Sun; AC- >Rain; BD- >Rain (Figure 2A). If then presentedwith ‘AB’, a participant

making choices using recent experiences with the configuration ‘AB’ would bemore likely to select ‘Sun’, whereas a participant mak-

ing choices using recent experiences with the elements ‘A’ and ‘B’ would be more likely to select ‘Rain’.

The model assumes participants learn the value, Q, of choosing Sun or Rain given a particular state, S. States are determined by

how the ‘stimulus’ is identified, namely by either the configuration of cues presented on the trial, Sc, or by each element, Se1; Se2. The

value of the weather predicted on the current trial, Wp, is updated based on the difference between the expected value of the

prediction and the feedback received (correct = 1; incorrect = 0). This difference is called the prediction error, d, and is calculated

separately for each presented state:

dct = rt �Qt � 1ðWp jScÞ
de1t = rt �Qt � 1ðWp jSe1Þ
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de2t = rt �Qt � 1ðWp jSe2Þ:
On each trial, the observed states (one configuration and two elements) are updated in light of their prediction error. (States not pre-

sented remain unchanged.) The degree to which these prediction errors update the value of the predicted weather depends on the

learning rate parameter, a:

QtðWpjScÞ= Qt � 1ðWpjScÞ+ acdct�1
QtðWpjSe1Þ= Qt � 1ðWpjSe1Þ+ aede1t�1
QtðWpjSe2Þ= Qt � 1ðWpjSe2Þ+ aede2t�1 :

As a approaches 1, the value of the predicted weather will approach the most recently received feedback. As a approaches 0, the

value of the predicted weather will be minimally updated by feedback. We fit separate a parameters to participants’ behavior for

configural and element states (2 total), restricting their range to be between 0 and 1. The value of the non-predicted weather was

not updated.

The state-contingent weather prediction values were combined to compute the probability, P, of predicting each outcome using a

softmax (logistic) choice rule:

Dct = ðQðSunjScÞ �QðRainjScÞÞ
De1t = ðQðSunjSe1Þ �QðRainjSe1ÞÞ
De2t = ðQðSunjSe2Þ �QðRainjSe2ÞÞ
PðPredsun;tÞ= 1

1+ expð � ðbc � Dct + be1 � De1t + be2 � De2t Þ :

Here, the inverse temperature parameters, b, control how closely the differences in weather prediction values, D, govern choices.

Importantly, separate b parameters were fit to participants’ behavior for each configural and element state (10 total). This allowed

us to capture participants’ tendency to weight specific elements or configurations more in their decisions. This made the model

flexible enough to accommodate participants who only learned the optimal weather predictions for some configurations or elements.

We estimated the 12 free parameters (ac, ae, bAB, bAC, bAD, bBC, bBD, bCD, bA, bB, bC, bD) for each participant by minimizing the sum

of the negative log likelihoods of choices given the estimated probability, P, of each choice using constrained nonlinear optimization

(fmincon, MATLAB). To avoid local optima, we repeated the search five times with each parameter starting at a random point. Model

comparison (Table 1) verifies the utility of including multiple alpha and beta terms in the model. We also conducted likelihood ratio

tests on each participant (Figure S4) to confirm that these model decisions improved fit at the individual level. Notably, including

separate beta parameters for each configuration/element, significantly improved model fit in nearly all participants compared to a

model that assumed participants weighted all configuration and all elements equally (1 configural and 1 elemental beta).

We used this model to estimate the Configural Choice Index, which reflects the relative use of configurally versus elementally

learned values on a trial-by-trial basis by comparing the configural and elemental Q values. Specifically, we measured the difference

between the predicted and non-predicted weather Q values, separately for configural states, Dcpt, and elemental states, Dept.

Dcpt = ðQðPredjScÞ �QðNonPredjScÞÞ
Dept =w1ðQðPredjSe1Þ �QðNonPredjSe1ÞÞ+w2ðQðPredjSe2Þ �QðNonPredjSe2ÞÞ
w1 =
be1

be1 + be2

w2 =
be2

be1 + be2

:

The two elemental state Q values were averaged by weighting each according to the corresponding b parameter that was fit to the

individual participant. This takes into account individual differences in the extent to which each cue was weighted in the decision
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making process (e.g., making choices using only the most predictive cues). The choice-type score was then calculated by subtract-

ing Dept from Dcpt. We used the average ac and ae across participants to generate this trial-by-trial Q-value. This approach reduces

over-fitting and the noisiness in individual participants estimates (Daw et al., 2006; Schönberg et al., 2007) and ensured that individual

differences in learning were not driven by differences in the model specifications.

We also used this model to obtain a single estimate of the degree to which each participant engaged in elemental or configural

learning in each task (Learning Style Score) by comparing the proportion of variance (pseudo r2: LLEmodel/LLEchance) explained by

reduced models that removed either all configural states or all elemental states. The variance explained by the elemental only model

was subtracted from the that explained by the configural only model to produce a continuous estimate of each participant’s relative

use of configural versus elemental learning. This score was used to identify how individual differences in learning style were related to

other behavioral and neural variables.

In the Inseparable Task, the full model provided a better fit for 25/26 participants over a model that only had elemental values

(likelihood ratio test, p < 0.05), reflecting the importance of configurations in the tasks’ design. By contrast, adding elemental choice

values uniquely explained choice variance in 8/26 participants as compared to a configural only model (likelihood ratio test, p < 0.05),

indicating that some participants used elemental learning despite the task being designed to encourage configural learning.

Combining these tendencies into the Learning Style Score revealed that all but one participant in the Inseparable Task showed

greater reliance on configural learning (Figure 2B).

Amixture of learning styles was found in the Separable Task. Including elemental choice values significantly improved themodel fit

in 18/26 subjects, while including configural choice values significantly improved model fit in 15/26 participants (likelihood ratio test,

p < 0.05). Distilling these differences into the Learning Style Score revealed that roughly half the participants relied more on configural

learning while the other half relied more on elemental learning.

FMRI Statistical Analysis
Configural Choice Analysis

To assess howBOLD activations in different learning andmemory systems related to the types of choices that peoplemade on a trial-

by-trial basis, we first estimated BOLD responses to individual trials. We generated these ‘beta-series’ with a voxel-wise GLM run on

concatenated runs in native space. The GLM contained separate regressors for the onset of each choice period (HRF convolved

impulse response) to obtain single trial estimates. It also contained regressors for correct and incorrect feedback (HRF convolved

impulse response at onset of outcome) and nuisance parameters (motion and global signal, see below). The resulting trial-specific

beta estimates were then averaged across voxels within anatomically defined ROIs (aHip, NAc, D/LS, PRC, LOC) and entered into a

mixed effects GLM to predict whether the corresponding choices were more consistent with configural or elemental learning

(Configural Choice Index described above). To assess whether the relationship between BOLD activation and choice wasmodulated

by individual differences in learning, we additionally ran a model that included individual differences in Learning Style Score and their

interaction with each beta-series. In all models, each fixed effect, apart Learning Style Score, was also included as a random effect,

grouped by participant. Predictors included in all linear mixed-effects models were mean centered within subject to disentangle

within and between subject effects (van de Pol and Wright, 2009). Significance tests for all linear mixed-effects models were

performed using the Kenward-Roger correction for degrees of freedom.

Staggered Beta-Series Analyses

We also assessed how these choice activations were related to outcome activations on a trial-by-trial basis. We used another voxel-

wise GLM to obtain trial-specific estimates of outcome activations. The model contained separate regressors for the onset of each

outcome phase (HRF convolved impulse response) along with regressors for the onset of the choice period (HRF convolved impulse

response), with trials binned according to optimal choices, non-optimal choices, and no optimal choice possible along with nuisance

parameters (motion and global signal, see below). The trial-specific outcome betas were then averaged across voxels within ROIs

(aHip, NAc, D/LS). It should be noted that the time separating choice and outcome trial phases was not jittered to mitigate previously

identified relationships between delayed feedback and hippocampal involvement in reinforcement learning (Foerde et al., 2013;

Foerde and Shohamy, 2011). The cost of this decision, however, is that choice and outcome can only be disentangled via the short

intervening delay and the inconsistent relationship between choice types and outcome types (e.g., we included two configurations

with unpredictable weather outcomes).

We first used these outcome betas along with choice phase betas to assess how activation within one region at the time of choice

was related to activations in other regions at the time of outcomes (choice/outcome connectivity). Specifically, we predicted

outcome activations in the NAc with choice-phase activations in the aHip and D/LS using a mixed GLM. Adopting the logic of

Granger-Causality methods, we also included NAc choice responses to control for temporal autocorrelation within regions. A model

including betas from both tasks was used to estimate the effect of task by including the task and the interaction between task and

each beta-series (aHip, D/LS, and NAc choice responses). Separate models were also run using beta-series from each task to

estimate the effect of configural versus elemental learning on inter-region coupling within tasks and how it interacted with individual

differences Learning Style Score. All fixed effects, apart from Learning Style Score, were also included as random effects, grouped by

participant.
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To better understand how outcome impacts learning, we next assessed how activation within one region at the time of outcome

was related to subsequent activations in other regions on the next trial in which participants saw the configuration in question

(outcome/subsequent choice connectivity). Specifically, we predicted choice activations in the aHip with the last relevant

outcome-response in the NAc and D/LS using a mixed GLM. As with the choice/outcome analysis, here we also included aHip

outcome responses to control for the temporal autocorrelation within region. A model including betas from both tasks was used

to estimate the effect of task by including the task and the interaction between task and each beta-series. Separate models were

also run using betas from each task to estimate the effect of configural versus elemental learning on inter-region coupling within tasks

and how it interacted with individual differences Learning Style Score. All fixed effects, apart from Learning Style Score, were also

included as random effects, grouped by participant.

To further investigate the directionality of results obtained from the above models, we ran a series of control analyses (Tables

S1–S3). Specifically, we reversed the regions (e.g., predicting aHip outcome with NAc choice) or measured functional connectivity

within the same phase of a trial (choice/choice or outcome/outcome) in control models.

Background Connectivity Analysis

Background functional connectivity between ROIs was measured by correlating low-frequency fluctuations in BOLD responses

across regions. Importantly, this ‘background connectivity’ procedure takes steps to remove the contributions of trial-evoked

responses so that this resulting measure reflects shifts in functional connectivity that are related to extended states of cognitive pro-

cessing. This approach has previously been used to study sustained attention (Al-Aidroos et al., 2012; Norman-Haignere et al., 2012)

and episodic memory processes (Duncan et al., 2014; Tompary et al., 2015) and is ideal for studying the relationship between func-

tional connectivity and learning, as the process of learning by definition occurs over extended periods of time.

We first used a two-step procedure, similar to that reported in Duncan et al. (2014) and Tompary et al. (2015), to reduce the influ-

ence of signals that may artificially inflate estimates of functional connectivity. First, a voxel-wise GLM was used to regress out trial-

evoked responses and nuisance parameters for each run. Separate regressors were included for choice (2 s boxcar Regressors:

optimal response; non-optimal response; no optimal response possible) and outcome (1.5 s boxcar Regressors: correct feedback;

incorrect feedback) phases. Regressors were generated by convolving ‘active time points’ with the canonical HRF, its temporal de-

rivative, and it dispersion derivative, as supplied by AFNI. This basis set flexibly captures variability in the amplitude, initiation and

duration of BOLD responses in each voxel. Nuisance parameters were included by adapting the guidelines set in Power et al.

(2014). These include the Voltara expansion of the six motion parameters estimated in motion correction (motion, motion2,

motiont-1, motiont-1
2) and their derivatives, along with global signal. In contrast to resting state scanning, the global signal in task

scans can contain important functional information. To account for this difference, we used a similar method to that described

in Behzadi et al. (2007) to (1) restrict contributing voxels to those that were not modulated by the task (omnibus F-stat < 1.13,

p > 0.2) and to (2) use the first 5 principle components obtained from a temporal principal components analysis rather than the

mean across all voxels. The latter step allowed us to capture the heterogeneous consequences that motion and physiological factors

have across voxels. Second, we then band-pass filtered the residuals of this model, leaving only signal between 0.009 and 0.08 Hz.

This band of frequencies is the highest contributor to inter-region correlations during resting state analyses (Cordes et al., 2001).

Critically, this band is also outside the task frequency (.167 Hz) and, thus, also filters out responses that were consistently elicited

by choice or outcome phases.

Thus, we filtered out trial-related BOLD responses using a flexible basis set to model the HRF (canonical HRF + temporal

derivative + dispersion derivative) followed by a frequency filtering procedure which removes any signal which fluctuates at

the task frequency. This second stage could be particularly useful for removing trial-related BOLD responses which do not

conform to canonical HRF models. It should be noted, however, that alternative basis sets (e.g., sine waves or tent functions)

do not make assumption about HRF shape and so could efficiently accomplish both goals in a single step. We chose this

two-step procedure instead to capitalize on both canonical HRF basis sets’ capacity to capture the most plausible BOLD re-

sponses and frequency-filtering’s capacity to more flexibly remove remaining signals which systematically occur at different

phases of a trial. Although the outcomes of these two approaches should be similar, future work directly comparing them would

benefit the field.

For each anatomical ROI, we extractedmean timeseries from the filtered residuals. Thesewere z-scored and concatenated across

runs. We then usedmixed GLMs to estimate the functional connectivity in each task. Models predicted NAc timeseries with aHip and

D/LS timeseries. A model including time points from both tasks was used to estimate the effect of the task by including the task and

the interaction between task and each timeseries. Separate models were also run using time points from each task to estimate the

effect of configural versus elemental learning on functional connectivity. These models included individual differences in Learning

Style Score and their interaction with each timeseries. All fixed effects, apart Learning Style Score, were also included as random

effects, grouped by participant.

Representational Similarity Analysis (RSA)

We used RSA to assess whether hippocampal choice activity patterns better reflected configurations of cues or the elements which

comprise them (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008). Trial-specific choice activations (t-stats) were estimated in each voxel within anatomically

defined ROIs (see above), but inclusion in the analysis was restricted to voxels which showed a reliable positive or negative activation
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across trials (p < 0.05; Tambini and Davachi, 2013).We then computed similarity by correlating activation vectors across pairs of trials

for each ROI (restricted to separate runs; Mumford et al., 2014). We averaged Fisher z transformed Pearson correlation coefficients

across all trial pairs which compared the same pair of configurations (e.g., all trials comparing AB patterns to BC patterns) to

construct a similarity matrix. We then correlated these matrices with different models (Figure 6A). The Configural Model predicted

that patterns would be more similar for trial pairs which shared the same configuration as compared to those which did not, but

was blind to the elements. By contrast, the Elemental Model, predicted that similarity should linearly scale according the number

of shared elements (0, 1, or 2).
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